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MR. OLIVER LYTTELTON ON CHANGES ON THE

1943 INDUSTRIAL FRONT

Mr, Oliver Lyttelton, Minister of production, speaking in

a works canteen in the west country today, said*

There are four things I believe in implicitly; the English, the Scottish, the

Welsh and the Irish* The longer the war goes on the greater is my confidence in

my fellow countrymen*

The fact that we now hold the strategic initiative means on the industrial

front that we have got to have changes of programme*

There are three things I want to say to you about this* As, in war, the troops
have to go anywhere, so industry has to keep itself as flexible as possible. At

least 33% of the weapons we are making in 1943 are new weapons and this proportion
will be increased as the year goes on, I think we have nearly finished with

desert warfare and we must look forward to war in close country. This again

requires new types of weapons.

A further point is that we have now built up what I call the "capital stocks"

of our armed forces, and the necessity is forced upon us of cutting down our

programmes in these directions and expanding still further in. others.

These changes in programmes will, inevitably, involve certain dislocations

but I want you to realise that these are the result of a careful and ordered plan

designed to bring the greatest impact of modern weapons against the enemy.

I want you to remember that we stood alone against the enemy for over a year

in the dark days of 1940/41. We have every reason to be proud of the blow we have

struck for freedom and I know that with your continued co-operation we shall see

this business through in the way in which we have begun.

Mr, Lyttelton concluded with a tribute to the firm for its record in regard

to absenteeism, which is less than 1% for men and 3% for women*
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